FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WIF AND MAX MARA ANNOUNCE LILI REINHART AS THE RECIPIENT OF THE 2022 WIF MAX MARA FACE OF THE FUTURE AWARD®

MILAN, ITALY (September 22, 2022) – Actress Lili Reinhart will be the 17th recipient of the annual WIF Max Mara Face of the Future Award® to be presented to her during the 2022 WIF Honors on Thursday, October 27th at The Beverly Hilton in Beverly Hills, California. The award recognizes her distinguished acting achievements and personal embodiment of timeless style and grace. Reinhart will travel to Milan, Italy to meet the Maramotti family and attend the Max Mara Spring/Summer 2023 Fashion Show on Thursday, September 22nd.

“We are thrilled at Max Mara to honor Lili Reinhart as our new Face of the Future. She embodies all aspects of our values as a businesswoman, talented actress, and advocate for causes that put women at the center and make them feel good in their own skin. It is an honor and a pleasure to be able to celebrate such an artist, who to us is not only an ambassador of style but also of what Max Mara stands for as a brand.”

- Maria Giulia Prezioso Maramotti, third generation of Maramotti Family and Max Mara Global Brand Ambassador

“WIF is proud to honor Lili with the WIF Max Mara Face of the Future Award, not only for her incredible style and growing talents behind the scenes with her production company Small Victory productions, but her fearless advocacy on mental health and body image issues. Lili represents the next generation creator who is extraordinarily talented and committed to social change, making her a great addition to the dynamic list of women who have received this award over the past 17 years.” - Kirsten Schaffer, WIF Chief Executive Officer

Lili Reinhart has quickly amassed an impressive resume as one of Hollywood’s most exciting young actors on screen and is quickly becoming a multi-faceted talent with a production company deal at Amazon Studios and serving as an executive producer on her recent films.

Reinhart is currently starring in Wanuri Kahiu’s LOOK BOTH WAYS, which she executive produced for Netflix. The film follows Reinhart’s character diverging into two parallel realities: one in which she becomes pregnant and is navigating motherhood as a young adult in her Texas hometown, and the other in which she pursues a career in Los Angeles. In both journeys, her character experiences life-changing love, devastating heartbreak, and rediscovers herself.
The film debuted at #1 in the United States and has been holding at #2 globally across all films since its August 17th premiere on Netflix.

Previously, Reinhart starred and executive produced the coming-of-age drama, CHEMICAL HEARTS, based on the best-selling novel Our Chemical Hearts written by Krystal Sutherland. The film premiered on Amazon Prime and marked Reinhart’s debut in an executive producer role.

Reinhart also starred in Lorene Scafaria’s feature film HUSTLERS opposite Jennifer Lopez, which premiered at the 2019 Toronto Film Festival and went on to make over $150 million at the box office. Additionally, the film was nominated for “Best Feature” at the 2019 Gotham Awards and won the New York Film Critics (NYFCO) as one of the “Top Films of the Year.” Reinhart’s other film credits include: Melanie Laurent’s GALVESTON opposite Elle Fanning and Ben Foster which premiered at the 2018 SXSW Film Festival and Julia Hart’s MISS STEVENS, opposite Lily Rabe and Timothee Chalamet which premiered at SXSW in 2016.

As a producer, Reinhart closed an exclusive first look television and feature film deal with Amazon Studios under her production banner, Small Victory Productions. Their focus will be on developing modern young adult content that celebrates diversity and inclusivity, in addition to championing new voices and bringing their stories to life.

Reinhart is well known for playing ‘Betty Cooper’ in Greg Berlanti’s television series, RIVERDALE which is based on the famed Archie Comics. For her performance, Reinhart won seven Teen Choice Awards and has been nominated for three People’s Choice Awards for “Favorite Drama TV Star” and “Female TV Star” along with a 2021 Critics Choice Super Award nomination for “Best Actress in a Superhero Series.” Additionally, the show has received a 2018 MTV Movie & TV Award nomination for “Show of the Year” and a 2019 nomination for “Best Show.” The series won a 2019 Teen Choice Award and People’s Choice Award for “Favorite/Choice TV Drama.” The series will begin production on its seventh and final season for The CW.

Reinhart is a New York Times Best-Selling Author for her book, SWIMMING LESSONS which is a collection of poetry that was released by St. Martins’ Publishing in 2020 and is available for purchase worldwide.

Reinhart is an activist for mental health and body image and uses her platform to raise awareness to these issues.

Please note, when crediting the award please refer to its full name:
2022 WIF Max Mara Face of the Future Award®

MAX MARA, founded in 1951 by the late visionary Achille Maramotti, epitomizes Italian luxury and style. A modern collection of ready-to-wear and accessories for the confident woman, Max Mara is the premier offering within the Max Mara Fashion group consisting of sophisticated silhouettes and couture details achieved through masterful design. Recognized for its timeless
sensibility and constructed from the most luxurious fabrics, Max Mara is available in 2,500 locations in more than 100 countries worldwide. The Max Mara Fashion group counts nine different brands under its ownership. The company remains privately held and managed by the Maramotti family.

Founded in 1973 as Women In Film, Los Angeles, WIF advocates for and advances the careers of women working in the screen industries, to achieve parity and transform culture. We support women and people of marginalized genders in front of and behind the camera and across all levels of experience. We work to change culture through our distinguished pipeline programs; we advocate for gender parity through research, education, and media campaigns; and we build a community centered around these goals. Membership is open to all screen industry professionals, and more information can be found on our website: wif.org. Follow WIF on Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, and YouTube.

The **WIF Max Mara Face of the Future Award**®, inaugurated at WIF’s 2006 Crystal + Lucy Awards® (now called the WIF Honors), is given to an actress who is experiencing a turning point in her career through her work in the film and television industries, through her contributions to the community at large, in recognition of her outstanding achievements, and her embodiment of style and grace. Past recipients include Zazie Beetz, Gemma Chan, Elizabeth Debicki, Alexandra Shipp, Zoey Deutch, Natalie Dormer, Kate Mara, Rose Byrne, Hailee Steinfeld, Chloë Grace Moretz, Katie Holmes, Zoë Saldana, Elizabeth Banks, Ginnifer Goodwin, Emily Blunt, and Maria Bello.

###

**CONTACT**
For additional information on Max Mara, please contact Mark Baldino:
baldino.m@usa.maxmara.com.

For additional information on WIF, please contact Catherine Olim at Rogers & Cowan PMK: catherine.olim@rogersandcowanpmk.com.